December Graduation Ceremony
Southern Methodist University

Graduate Ceremony at Five O’clock
Undergraduate Ceremony at Seven-Thirty O’clock
Saturday, the Fourteenth of December
Two Thousand and Two
McFarlin Memorial Auditorium
CARILLON CONCERT AND CALL TO CONVOCATION
Lorn Howard, Professor of Engineering Emeritus and Chief Marshal Emeritus

DECEMBER GRADUATION CONVOCATION
Ross C Murfin, Provost of the University, Presiding

PROCESSIONAL
Larry Palmer, Professor of Harpsichord and Organ and University Organist
Dialogue in C Major (1696)  Louis Marchand

INVOCATION
Judith Henneberger, Assistant Chaplain to the University Graduate Ceremony
William M. Finnin, Chaplain to the University Undergraduate Ceremony

A TIME FOR REMEMBRANCE
America the Beautiful  Samuel A. Ward
Jasper Neel, Dean of Dedman College and Vice Provost, Precentor

WELCOME
Provost Murfin

RECOGNITION OF PLATFORM PARTY

REMARKS
Scott Krouse, President of the Senior Class Undergraduate Ceremony

ADDRESS
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Please refrain from applause until all candidates have been graduated.

Candidates for Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Engineering Degrees
Presented by U. Narayan Bhat, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies
Hooded by Ross C Murfin, Provost of the University
Jasper Neel, Dean of Dedman College and Vice Provost
Stephen Szygenda, Dean of School of Engineering

Candidates for Degrees in Perkins School of Theology
Presented by William B. Lawrence, Dean
Names read by Thomas Tunks, Associate Provost

Candidates for Degrees in Dedman School of Law
Presented by Gail M. Daly, Associate Dean
Names read by Thomas Tunks, Associate Provost

Candidates for Degrees in Dedman College
Presented by Jasper Neel, Dean
Names read by Robert A. Patterson, Dean
Names read by Kathleen Hugley-Cook, Associate Dean
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Candidates for Degrees in Meadows School of the Arts
   Presented by Carole Brandt, Dean
   Names read by Kevin Hofeditz, Associate Dean
Candidates for Degrees in Edwin L. Cox School of Business
   Presented by Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean
   Names read by Marcia Armstrong, Associate Dean
   Names read by Elbert B. Greynolds, Jr., Associate Dean
Candidates for Degrees in the School of Engineering
   Presented by Stephen Szygenda, Dean
   Names read by Leo Puccio, Assistant Dean

CONGRATULATIONS TO GRADUATES
William J. Bridge, President of the Faculty Senate
Robert H. Clark, President-elect of the SMU Alumni Association

BENEDICTION
Chaplain Henneberger Graduate Ceremony
Chaplain Finnin Undergraduate Ceremony

UNIVERSITY HYMN
Varsity

RECESSIONAL
Symphonie II in D Major
Charles-Marie Widor

ROTUNDA RECESSIONAL Undergraduates only
Many of tonight’s undergraduate candidates for graduation began their life at SMU by
marching through the Rotunda of Dallas Hall to Opening Convocation in McFarlin Auditorium. Tonight, all undergraduate candidates will return through that Rotunda, leaving one
stage of membership in this community and beginning another—as an SMU alumna or alumnus.
Following “Varsity,” the audience will be seated. Graduates will remain standing. Led by the
Platform Party, graduates will march to Dallas Hall. When all graduates have left the auditorium
for their walk of recollection, the Chief Marshal will dismiss the guests.

Tonight’s graduates will be piped through the Recessional by Victor McGregor, father of Eric
H. McGregor, a December graduate. Mr. McGregor will begin the march with Scotland the
Brave.

Diplomas will be mailed January 17.
DECEMBER 2002 CANDIDATES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Bilal Ahmad Arameh ..................... Biological Sciences
B.S., University of North Texas
M.S., University of Texas-Southwestern Medical School
Dissertation: "Structure-Function of the nuoN Subunit of Escherichia coli Complex I and the Association of Complex I with Malate Dehydrogenase"
Adviser: Steve Vik

Meena Balakrishnan ...................... Geology
B.S., University of Calicut, India
M.S., Cochin University of Science & Technology, India
Dissertation: "Stable Carbon and Oxygen Isotopic Composition of Land Snail Aragonite Shells: Modeling, Measurements and Paleoenvironmental Interpretation"
Adviser: Clayton Yapp

Katherine Rebecca Monigul .................. Anthropology
B.A., Oberlin College
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "The Levantine Leptolithic Blade Production from the Lower Paleolithic to the Dawn of the Upper Paleolithic"
Adviser: Anthony Marks

Ashley Hollweg Sibley ...................... Psychology
B.A., Davidson College
M.A., Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: "Emotional Abuse in Intimate Partner Relationships: Prevalence, Characteristics, and Implications"
Adviser: Chris Eckhardt

Chu-Ping C. Vijverberg ..................... Statistical Sciences
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
Dissertation: "Discrete Multiplicative Stationary Processes"
Adviser: Henry Gray

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Hui Dong .................................. Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Wuhan University
M.S.E., Texas A&M University
Dissertation: "SNR and Bandwidth Scalable Speech Coding"
Adviser: Jerry Gibson

Xiao Sun .................................. Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Ph.D., Wuhan University
M.S., University of the Ryukyus
Adviser: Scott Douglas

Eloi Zaognini Taha ......................... Mechanical Engineering
B.S., National University of Ivory Coast
M.S., University of the Ryukyus
Dissertation: "Analysis and Robust Control of Nonlinear Systems by Using Sliding Mode Control (SMC) and Quantitative Feedback Theory (QFT)"
Adviser: Gemunu Hapawana

Degree of Doctor of Engineering

Randal William Oberle ....... Engineering Management
B.S.M.E., Christian Brothers University
M.B.A., University of Dallas
M.S., Southern Methodist University
Praxis: "Decision Model Selection and Application of Titanium in the Design of Packaging for Gallium Arsenide Devices Susceptible to Hydrogen Degradation"
Adviser: Charles M. Lovas

John William Via III ............ Engineering Management
B.S.Ch.E., University of Virginia
M.S., Lamar University
M.S.Ch.E., M.S.E.M., Drexel University
Praxis: "Flexible Packaging Lines: Design, Implementation, and Performance Evaluation"
Adviser: Richard S. Barr

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor

Brooks L. Bancroft ......................... Law
B.A., University of Hawaii, Hilo

Brenda Ann Bryant ....................... Law
B.A., Northwestern State University

Reza Scott Calli ......................... Law
B.A., Institute for Christian Studies

Christopher M. Cotham .................. Law
A.B., Princeton University

Wilson Scott Gravitt .................... Law
B.A., University of Houston

Aaron Douglas Hutton ................... Law
B.A., University of Oklahoma, Norman
John E. Marchand ..................................... Law
B.S., Southeastern Louisiana University
B.S.N.S.G., University of Texas Health Science Center
Heather Allison Pettiet .......................... Law
B.A., University of Houston
Coe William Snadon .................................. Law
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Matthew Wayne Troup .......................... Law
B.A., Millsaps College

Degree of Master of Laws
(Comparative and International Law)
Faisal A. Al-Fahad .............................. Law
LL.B., Kuwait University
Feras Al-Mulla .............................. Law
LL.B., King Saud University
Walaq Abd El Kader Arakeeb
LL.B., Tanta University
Eduardo Alfredo Guevara .......................... Law
LL.B., Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru
Amell Rashid Saffouri
LL.B., University of North London

Degree of Master of Laws
William W. Merrill .......................... Taxation
B.S., J.D., M.A., Northern Illinois University

Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law
Byung-Tae Kim .............................. Law
LL.B., LL.M., Kyung Hee University, Seoul, Korea
LL.M., Southern Methodist University

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
Degree of Master of Theological Studies
Bradford David Judson .......................... Law
B.A., University of North Texas
Jeffrey Alan Kaufman
B.M., Westminster Choir College

Degree of Master of Divinity
Afzaal Firdous ............................. Law
B.A., M.A., Punjabi University
Patrice Munsch Jackson .......................... Law
B.S., Texas Woman's University
Lee M. Jefferson .............................. Law
B.A., University of the South
Dong Sub Lee
B.A., Yonsei University
Richard Rindfuss
B.S.C.S.E., University of Toledo

Degree of Doctor of Ministry
Michael John Gehring .......................... Law
B.A., Evangelical College
Th.M., Duke University
M.Div., Princeton Theological Seminary
Project: "A Basic Christianity in Narrative Form"
Ralph D. Mann
B.A., Angelo State University
Project: "The Traditional Wesleyan Class Meetings as a Means of Discipling the Congregation"

Degree of Master of Sacred Music
Derek Charles McNatt
B.A., Milligan College
Carrie Ann Wright
B.S.Ed., Western Carolina University

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES
Degree of Master of Arts
Michelle Marlene Amoruso ............... Anthropology
B.A., University of Rochester
Jeffrey Mark Anderson ............... Applied Economics
Elisabet Bordt ............................... Anthropology
B.A., Rutgers University, New Brunswick

*Amanda Touche Bowler ....................... English
B.A., St. Francis Xavier, Canada
Thesis: "Unraveling"
Nam Suk Choi ............................... Applied Economics
B.A., Kookmin University, Korea
King H. Douglas ........................... Psychology
B.A., Southern Methodist University
* Degree awarded posthumously.
Leigh Meredith Hansbrough .................................. Clinical & Counseling Psychology  
B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Susan Blanche Harper-Brisco .......................... Anthropology  
B.A., University of North Texas  
Diana Kay Howard ......................................... English  
B.A., Rice University  
J.D., University of Texas, Austin  
Thesis: “Jane Eyre: An Icon of Ambivalence”  
Abdullah Al-Mamun S. Khawaja ............. Economics  
B.S.S., M.S.S., M.B.A., University of Dhaka, Bangladesh  
Rives Stewart North .................................. English  
B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Thesis: “Clerk’s Tale”  
Roman Oravec .......................................... Applied Economics  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Muhammad Paldil ......................................... Economics  
B.S., Middle East Technical University, Turkey  
Sally J. Pattison-Cisna .................................. Anthropology  
B.A., Indiana University  
Joanna Elizabeth Rumian ...................... Clinical & Counseling Psychology  
B.S., Texas Christian University  
Faruk Sengul ............................................. Economics  
B.S., M.A., Middle East Technical University, Turkey  
Satchit Srinivasan .................................. Applied Economics  
B.S., University of Bombay, India  
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts  
Ifeoluwa Olumutiga Togun ....................... Clinical & Counseling Psychology  
B.A., Grambling State University  
Le Wang .................................................. Economics  
B.A., Jinan University, P.R.C.  
Jame Robert Wisehead ................................. Economics  
B.A., McMurry University  

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education  
Lucía María Cintrón Frechel ............................. Bilingual Education  
B.S., Cameron University  
Julie Barbara DelIChnay ............................... Bilingual Education  
B.A., California State University, Fresno  
Graciela G. Gonzalez ................................. Bilingual Education  
B.B.A., Southwest Assemblies of God College  
Ana Mireya Gurrola Ibanez ............................. Bilingual Education  
B.S., Universidad Autonoma del Noreste, Mexico  
Maria Leticia Carmen Mendoza de Fraga .... Bilingual Education  
B.S., M.B.A., Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey  
Yvette Ramirez .......................................... Bilingual Education  
B.A., University of Illinois, Chicago  
Zoraida Robles-Donley ................................. Bilingual Education  
B.A., Inter American University, Puerto Rico  

Degree of Master of Science  
Asma Abdulkareem Al-Huqal .... Biological Sciences  
B.S., King Saud University  
Thesis: “Intractions of ARG210 with ASN214 and GIN252 in Subunit A from the Escherichia Coli ATP Synthase”  
Sarah Kidd Deering ................................. Geology  
B.S., Southern Methodist University  
Thesis: “Structural Style and Geometry of the Beadmore Group, Cotton Plateau and the Starsnort Formation, Lowery Glacier Area, Central Transantarctic Mountains, Antarctica”  
Joy Michele Pfansstiel .............................. Biological Sciences  
B.S., Baylor University  
Thesis: “Regulation of Cytokinesis by Tracking in Trypanosoma brucei”  
Chinwon Rim ............................................ Chemistry  
B.A., University of Houston  
Thesis: “Synthetic Approaches to New Organosilicon Monomers and Hyperbranched Polymers”  

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts  
Lori Ruble Beckelman .................................. Liberal Arts  
Barbara Lynne Benac .................................. Liberal Arts  
William Forrest Collins ............................. Liberal Arts  
Starr Dickerson ........................................ Liberal Arts  
Clifton Robert Dillehay ............................. Liberal Arts  
David Walker Dint .................................... Liberal Arts  
Lea Ann Gilbert ....................................... Liberal Arts  
James D. Griffith ..................................... Liberal Arts  
Van Robert Haden ..................................... Liberal Arts  
James Douglas Haigh ................................ Liberal Arts  
Yin Lung Kao .......................................... Liberal Arts  
Eric John Kruger ..................................... Liberal Arts  
Rachel E. Miller ...................................... Liberal Arts  
Janice LaRue Paly ..................................... Liberal Arts  
Russell Alan Perdij .................................. Liberal Arts  
Connie Jo Peters ............................... Liberal Arts  
Leslie Elaine Reit ..................................... Liberal Arts  
Ronald Andrew Roth ................................ Liberal Arts  
Virginia Kathryn Simmons ......................... Liberal Arts  
Barbara L. Smith ..................................... Liberal Arts  
Garry Lorne Warreschuck ............................ Liberal Arts  
James Anthony Wood ................................ Liberal Arts  
Kelly Harrod Woods ................................ Liberal Arts  

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS  
Degree of Master of Arts  
Debra Jean DeWitte .................................. Art History  
H.A.B., University of Texas, Arlington  
Michelle Paumen Swindell ...................... Art History  
B.A., Texas A&M University, Commerce  
Thesis: “Mariano Fortuny y Marsal’s 1861 "Oedipus in Relation to the Thematics of the Nude in Nineteenth-Century Spain”  
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Degree of Master of Music

Gabriel Ricardo Bussi Ruben .................................... Violin Performance
Diploma, Hochschule für Musik "Hanns Eisler," Berlin, Germany
Artist Certificate, Southern Methodist University
Melanie Dockery ..................................................... Music Education
B.A., West Texas A&M University
Derek Charles Mcnett ............................................ Voice Performance
B.A., Milligan College

Darla Lynne Meek ............................................. Music Education
B.M., Dallas Baptist University
Jacob Thomas Porter ............................................ Guitar Performance
B.A., Centenary College of Louisiana
Rodrigo Puskás ................................................... Violin Performance
Diploma, Franz Liszt Music Academy, Budapest, Hungary
Artist Certificate, Southern Methodist University

Artist Certificate

Maria Lucia Garavito Arciniegas ................................ Bassoon Performance
Diploma, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Bogotá, Colombia
M.M., Texas Christian University
Young Nam Ma ..................................................... Violin Performance
B.M., Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea
Lionel Mkhosonke Mkhwanazi ................................... Voice Performance
Diploma, University of Cape Town, South Africa

Marta Roca Alonso ............................................ Violin Performance
Diploma, Conservatory “Padre Soler” de El Escorial, Madrid, Spain
Diploma, Escuela Superior de Musica “Reina Sofia,” Madrid, Spain
Patrick Sindic Tikolo ............................................ Voice Performance
Diploma, University of Cape Town, South Africa

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Faisal Naeem Ahmad ........................................... Finance
B.S.E.E., Georgia Institute of Technology
Asif Bilal Ahmed ................................................ General Management
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Christopher David Anderson ................................ General Management
B.S.E.E., M.S., Southern Methodist University
Jeffrey Allen Angerbaner .................................... General Management
B.S., Brigham Young University
Emily Susan Hughes Armou .................................. Management Consulting & Strategy, Marketing
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Clara Baronecci .................................................. Finance
B.S., University of Milan, Italy
Jen Ham Re .......................................................... Accounting
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Cleve Allen Bellar ............................................. General Management, Marketing
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Rina Ramnikhil Bhuvu ............................................ General Management, Marketing
B.S., Vanderbilt University
Shane T. Bickley .................................................. Finance Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.S., Presbyterian College
Alex Christopher Brooks .................................... Finance
B.A., Duke University
Valynda J. Brooks ................................................ Management Consulting & Strategy
Telecommunications & Electronic Commerce
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Gregory A. Brown ............................................. General Management Marketing
B.A., B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Richard D. Burbank ............................................ General Management
B.A., Vanderbilt University
Paul Carter Cheek ................................................ Accounting, Finance
B.A., Millsaps College
Benjamin Michael Conlan .................................... Marketing
B.B.A., Southwest Texas State University
Charles Riley Constant ........................................ General Management
B.A., Southwest Texas State University

Nicolle Allen Cook ............................................. General Management
B.M., University of North Texas
Darren John Daughterty .................................. Financial Consulting Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.S., Texas A&M University
Chad Michael Dohlmann .................................... Accounting, Finance
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Robert Burns Dunkin II ..................................... Finance
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Greg H. Fasullo ................................................ General Management
Marien Amoedo Fielding ................................ General Management
B.S., Faculdades Salvador
Ryan Michael Grauke ........................................ Finance
B.B.A., Abilene Christian University
Jeremy Joseph Green ........................................ General Management
B.S., M.S., University of Missouri
John Mark Griffith ............................................ General Management
B.B.A., Dallas Baptist University
Sunil Kumar Gupta ............................................ General Management
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Austin
James Marion Halbert ........................................ General Management
B.S., Texas A&M University
M.S., M.S.E.M., Southern Methodist University
Christopher Lee Hanna .................................... General Management
B.S., Clemson University
Kevin Lee Hornstrand .................................... General Management
B.A., Texas Tech University
John William Hill ............................................. Finance
B.S., Texas A&M University
Raylus Hodges, Jr ............................................. General Management Strategy & Entrepreneurship
B.S., University of Missouri, Columbia
Robert Gray Karpman ........................................ General Management
B.A., California State University
M.A., Pepperdine University
Laura Carolyn Keck ............................................ General Management Marketing
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin
Jill Carolyn Keeter ............................. Management Consulting & Strategy  
B.A., Texas Tech University  
Christopher Brian Kelley .......................... Marketing Telecommunications & Electronic Commerce  
B.S., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville  
Robby Wayne Killgore ............................ Telecommunications & Electronic Commerce  
B.A., University of Texas, Austin  
Michael Harold Knowles .......................... Marketing  
B.B.A., University of Mississippi  
George Fredrick Levis, Jr. ...................... Finance, Marketing  
B.S., William Jewell College  
Saleem Khan Marwat ............................. Finance  
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Austin  
Thomas Bancroft Mattei .......................... Finance  
B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Jean-Marie Elizabeth McCord ..................... General Management Marketing  
B.S., Purdue University  
Amya A. Merchant ................................. Finance  
B.A., Baylor University  
B.S., Imperial College, University of London  
M.S., Guildford University of Surrey, England  
Ted E. Metcalfe ................................. Finance  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Denise Anthony Meyer ............................. General Management  
B.B.A., Christian Brothers College  
Deralyn Renee Miller .............................. Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
B.B.A., Baylor University  
John Robert Peter Moore-Jones .................... General Management  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Jayaraman Nadesin ............................... Finance  
B.A., University of North Texas  
Amanda L. Nelson ................................. General Management Marketing  
B.A., University of North Texas  
Timothy Aaron Neres ................. Finance General Management  
B.A., University of North Texas  
Robert Johnson Narr ..................... Accounting, Finance  
B.S., Brigham Young University  
Chadwick James Oldenburg ..................... Finance Management Consulting & Strategy  
B.S., Purdue University  
Ning Ou-Tang ................................. Finance  
B.S., Texas A&M University, Kingsville  
Caterina Grace Pender ............................. General Management  
B.A., Concordia University  
Adam B. Peters ................................. Marketing  
B.S., Texas A&M University  
Paula Jo Pettigrew ............................... Marketing  
B.B.A., University of Texas, Arlington  
Brent Patrick Pope .............................. Finance, Marketing  
B.S.M.E., Kettering University  
Chad Aaron Prasse .............................. Finance  
B.S., Brigham Young University  
Mohanram Ranganathan ......................... Finance Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
B.S., P.S.G. College of Technology, India  
M.S., University of Missouri, Kansas City  
Pedro Almengol Rico ......................... General Management  
B.S., Worcester Polytechnic Institute  
Konrad H. Rudnicki .............................. Finance  
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University  
Rajiv D. Sheth ................................. General Management  
B.S., Southern Methodist University  
Donald James Sias .............................. Strategy & Entrepreneurship  
B.A., Kansas State University  
Joseph T. Siddall ............................... General Management  
B.S., Clarkson University  
B.S., State University of New York  
M.S., University of Texas, Arlington  
Brent D. Simpson .............................. Marketing  
B.S., Oklahoma Christian University  
Xiongmin Kevin Su ............................... Finance  
B.S., Shanghai Jiao Tong University  
M.S., Texas Tech University  
William Christopher Swan ..................... Finance  
B.A.A., Texas Christian University  
Jason Whatley Toothman .................... General Management Marketing  
B.A., University of Texas, Austin  
Shelly Marie Vance ............................. General Management Marketing  
B.S., Le Moyne College  
Mary Ellen Weber ............................. General Management  
B.S., Purdue University  
Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley  
Allyson Nicole Wender ....................... General Management  
B.A.A., Texas A&M University  
Michael E. Williams ......................... Accounting, Finance  
B.A., Emory University  
M.S., Ph.D., University of Oregon  
Mark R. Wilzbach ............................. General Management  
B.S.F.E., University of Kentucky

**Degree of Master of Science in Accounting**

Graham Ian Davidson  
B.A., Randse Afrikannse University

**IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING**

**Degree of Master of Science**

Subil Mathew Abraham ............................... Computer Science  
B.Tech., University of Kerala  
Zaki Ahmed ................................. Telecommunications  
B.E., University of Madras  
Hussain A. Al-Salem ............................. Telecommunications  
B.S., King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals  
Festus Asowata ............................... Environmental Systems Management  
B.S., University of Houston, University Park
Patpok Bhati ... Telecommunications
B.S., Chulalongkorn University
M.S.E.M., M.S., Southern Methodist University
M.S., National Institute of Development
M.T., Administration, Thailand
Michael E. Bryant ... Telecommunications
B.S., Barry University
Sutee Bussaban ... Telecommunications
B.E., King Mongkut's Institute of Technology
Rachel S. Byrnes ... Hazardous & Waste Materials Management
B.A., Lycoming College
Yang Cao ... Software Engineering
B.S., Capital University of Medical Sciences
Keith Wayne Castleberry ... Systems Engineering
B.S., Florida International University
M.S., M.B.A., Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Allison Michelle Cerra ... Telecommunications
B.S., University of South Florida
M.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Chuan-Chuan Chen ... Computer Science
B.B.A., Providence University
Francis Chiu ... Software Engineering
B.S., San Diego State University
Cheng-Chiu Chu ... Applied Science
B.A., Chung-Hua University
Allen Scott Crane ... Operations Research
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Gerald Minghan Cruz ... Telecommunications
B.S., Mapua Institute of Technology
Rika Yunita Dewi Djuanda ... Telecommunications
B.S., Purdue University
Dagobert Dongho Voutsas ... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
Sandra Gungodo Duran ... Telecommunications
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Khalid M. Elshatly ... Telecommunications
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Herve Allou Emishah ... Telecommunications
B.S., Texas Wesleyan University
Martin C. Fichtner ... Software Engineering
B.S.M.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Smitha Ganeshan ... Telecommunications
B.E., Bangalore University
Jinghua Ge ... Computer Science
B.S., Shandong University of Technology
Gerardo Amador Gonzalez ... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Texas A&M University
Thomas Harry Grim ... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Carnegie Mellon University
Katherine A. Hanna ... Hazardous & Waste Materials Management
B.A., Wright State University
Michael Arthur Harper ... Systems Engineering
B.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University
Garland Scott Henderson ... Telecommunications
B.S., United States Air Force Academy
M.B.A., Babson College
M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology
David Craig Hobbs ... Software Engineering
B.S.E.E., Georgia Institute of Technology
Yao-Wen Hu ... Telecommunications
B.S., Tsinghua University
Taimour Ilbays ... Telecommunications
B.S., University of Engineering & Technology, Lahore

Ehimen Maxwell Isidahomen ... Software Engineering
B.S., University of Benin
Simone Rodrigues Jacinto ... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Federal Engineering College of Ibadan
M.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Syed Sarwar Jamil ... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Southern University
Ronald V. Jones ... Hazardous & Waste Materials Management
B.S., United State Air Force Academy
M.S.E.E., University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Nian-Chung Kao ... Telecommunications
B.A., Tamkang University
M.S., Texas Woman's University
Sanjeev Kishinchandani ... Software Engineering
B.S., University of Bombay
M.B.A., Georgia State University
Akif Gunes Koru ... Software Engineering
B.S., Ege University, Turkey
M.S., Dokuz Eylul University
Robert Allen Lamb ... Software Engineering
B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., University of Texas, Austin
Chantal Laurent-Rice ... Software Engineering
B.S., Texas Woman's University
Tom Yee Lee ... Telecommunications
B.S.Cp.E., University of Texas, Arlington
Boon Hua Lim ... Telecommunications
B.S., Texas A&M University
Michael Robert Lispi ... Environmental Systems Management
Mount San Antonio College
B.A., University of Colorado, Denver
Alanna Lynn Mabu ... Telecommunications
B.S., Baylor University
Terry Wayne McDaniel ... Systems Engineering
B.S., University of Texas, San Antonio
Durga Menon ... Software Engineering
B.S., Bangalore University
R. Shayne Monaghan ... Telecommunications
B.S.M.E., University of Texas, Arlington
Darlene R. Moore ... Hazardous & Waste Materials Management
B.S., University of New Mexico
Gerson Herbert Mshana ... Systems Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Dallas
Sharath Kandera Muddappa ... Telecommunications
B.E., Bangalore University
Brett O'Neill ... Computer Science
B.A., Boston University
Arun Padmanabhan ... Telecommunications
B.S., Pondicherry University
Selvamani Palaniappan ... Software Engineering
Diploma, Manipal Subramanian Polytechnic
M.S., LaSalle University
John Adam Pazdro ... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., New Jersey Institute Technology
Thang Van Phan ... Software Engineering
B.S.E.E., San Jose State University
Shelton Marcus Poole ... Environmental Systems Management
B.S., University of Louisville
Robert Stafford Posey ... Computer Science
B.S., University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Vamsi K. Pothineni ... Computer Science
B.S., Bangalore University
Ajit K. Pudhiyadath ... Computer Science
B.E., Mysore University
Hao Qian .................................. Software Engineering
B.S., Indiana University, South Bend
B.A., Beijing Foreign Studies University
Bertrand Rault ................................ Computer Science
Diploma, National Institute of Applied Sciences, Rennes
Alan Garvis Redd ............................. Telecommunications
B.S., University of South Carolina
M.Div., Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary
Luis Guillermo Resendis ..................... Computer Science
B.S., University of Houston, Clear Lake
Mohsen E. Sadeghi ................................ Telecommunications
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
O. Paul Sanderson ............................. Software Engineering
B.S., University of Central Florida
Durgadevi Santhakumar ........................... Telecommunications
B.S., University of Madras
Brian J. Scannan ............................. Systems Engineering
B.S.E.E., Northwestern University
Amy Michelle Schalz ........................... Telecommunications
B.S., Texas A&M University
William Frederick Scott II ..................... Environmental Systems Management
B.A., Talladega College
Ginneke Marie Serrano .......................... Software Engineering
B.S., Texas A&M University, Commerce
Amit K. Sharma ................................ Computer Science
M.B.A., Symbiosis Institute of Management Studies, India
Abdi Sheikh ............................. Telecommunications
B.S., DeVry Institute of Technology
Christopher Robert Stoltz ..................... Computer Science
B.S., University of Texas, Austin
Savithri Subramanian ........................ Software Engineering
B.Arch., Maylana Azad College of Technology
Razia Ullhoor Sultan ........................ Telecommunications
B.E., Bangalore University

Vrundharjun Sundaram ..................... Software Engineering
B.S., Bharathiar University
Prathypukula Sylaca ........................ Telecommunications
B.S., Andhra University
Syeda Tabinda Tabi ........................ Computer Science
B.S.Civ.E., Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology
Kenneth Trepagnier ..................... Telecommunications
B.S., University of Maryland
Anthony Vo .................................... Software Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
Donald Stanford Walker ..................... Telecommunications
B.A., Texas Lutheran University
Jianshou Wen ................................ Software Engineering
B.S., Feng Chia University
Tracy Lynne Wentworth ..................... Systems Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of South Carolina
M.B.A., National University
Russell Banks Wiant ........................ Systems Engineering
B.S.E.E., Texas Tech University
Garrick Michael Williamson ................ Computer Science
B.S.Cp.E., Texas A&M University
Ka Hou Wong ................................ Software Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Austin
Wu Xiao ........................................... Telecommunications
B.E., Nanjing University
Wang Jiu Yuan ................................ Manufacturing Systems Management
B.S.E.E., National Taiwan University
M.B.A., National Chiao Tung University
Li Li Zhang ................................ Software Engineering
B.E., University Electrical Science & Technology, China
Zhixuan Zhu ............................. Computer Science
B.E., Tianjin University
M.S., Louisiana Tech University

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Gilbert Michel Rahme ..................... Computer Engineering
B.E., Notre Dame University, Lebanon
Deepa Thayumanayan ..................... Computer Engineering
B.E., University of Madras

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Varshal R. Bhakta .......................... Electrical Engineering
B.S., South Gujarat University
Rishi Mohan Chattrani ..................... Electrical Engineering
B.E., Amravati University
Sek-Ming Chiu ............................. Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., Texas A&M University
LaTonya Michelle Davis ..................... Electrical Engineering
B.S., University of Southwestern Louisiana
William Jason Franklin ..................... Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., Louisiana Tech University
Yogesh Manharbhai Jarodiya ................ Electrical Engineering
B.E., North Maharashtra University
Sangho Lee ................................ Electrical Engineering
B.E., Chung Ang University, Seoul
Tushar B. Patei ............................. Electrical Engineering
B.E., Nagpur University
Saji Gopinathan Pillai ..................... Electrical Engineering
B.E., Bombay University
Gabriela Valverde .......................... Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, El Paso
Zhuan Wang ............................. Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., Tsinghua University
Willie Tsai Wu ............................. Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Austin
Revathi Devi Yeramilli ..................... Electrical Engineering
B.E., Andhra University
Jingjie Zhao ................................ Electrical Engineering
B.E., B.A., Tianjin University
Rodney David Zielinski ..................... Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E., The University of Calgary

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Laura Kathryn Skeevi ..................... Environmental Engineering
B.S.Civ.E., New Mexico State University
Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management
Carolyn Trevino Jurca .......... Engineering Management
B.S.E.E., New Mexico State University
Mark Allen Shoemaker .......... Engineering Management
B.S.E.E., Iowa State University
John L. Stanley .. Engineering Management
B.A., B.S., University of Arizona
M.S.B.A., Boston University

John Lee Varnado III ....... Engineering Management
B.S.M.E., Auburn University
Bin Yang ....................... Engineering Management
B.S.E., Northwest Institute of Architecture & Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Shure Berhanu Belaye .......... Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Alema University of Agriculture
M.S., Wageningen Agricultural University

Yizhong Wang ................... Mechanical Engineering
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., Tianjin University

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Pamela Beth Albarran ............... Psychology
With Honors
Jeffrey Mark Anderson ....... Economics
With Honors
Ali Rahi Ariane ................. Philosophy
Yvette Marie Badillo ......... International Studies
Spanish
Azucena Benitez ................. Psychology
Sonal Tansukh Bhakta ....... Biological Sciences
Adrienne Bielea .......... Anthropology, Sociology
Christina Gail Black ......... Public Policy
Jarrod William Blake .......... Political Science
Shannon Marie Brackenridge .... Psychology
Shameka Shandalee Brackens .... Psychology
Vanessa M. Braganholo ......... Spanish
With Honors
Stephen Virgil Browne ........ History
Thomas Alan Bruce ............... Psychology
Robin Alice Bulster .......... German
Mary Myranda Carter .......... Economics
Kathryn Connor Chauveaux .... English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Victor M. Chavez ............... Psychology
Donald Eric Chick .......... Psychology
Nicholas Glenn Craven .......... International Studies
Kristin Lynn Baker Croom .... Public Policy
Erin O'Neal Crosby .......... English
Larry Don Luther Crosby .... History, Psychology
Timothy Marc Curcio .......... Spanish
Marco Antonio DeLeon ........ History
Danielle Elizabeth Derbes .... Psychology
William Bryan Ellett .......... English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Stephen Hardy Ellis .......... Philosophy
Jessica Lynn Eppler .......... History
With Honors
Roy Carlo Fanara .......... Philosophy
Gerardo Raul Flores .......... Latin American Studies
Spanish
David Curtis Ford ............... English
With Honors
Charles Byron Foss ............ Psychology
Jin L. Fox ...................... History
Jessica Ann Galindo ............... Spanish
Ana Cristina Giron .......... International Studies
Jolene Perim Geh .......... Political Science
With Honors
Public Policy
Lindsay Goin .................. Political Science

Julie Dussault Gonzalez .......... Mathematics
With Honors
Liza Marie Gonzalez .......... Psychology
With Honors
Alicia Diane Good .......... Political Science
Patrick John Grozing ........ History
Bradley Loyd Grubley .......... History
Christopher S. Guenther .......... Philosophy
Robert Walker Harston .......... Political Science
Clark Carl Hampe, Jr .......... Political Science
Damon Beale Hancock III ...... Sociology
Heather Lea Harper .......... Biological Sciences
with Creative Writing Specialization
With Honors
William Schuyler Harvey ...... Latin American Studies
Franklin Beall Hatchett ...... Economics
Lindsey Phillips Hawkins ...... History
Rachel Carlene Hayes .......... Psychology
With Honors
Kristin Anne Henderson ....... English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Catalina Elizabeth Hernandez .... Spanish
Bryan Houston .......... English
Leann Hurst ................. Political Science
Imtiyaz A. Issa .......... Psychology
L. Elizabeth Jackson .......... Psychology
Michael Boerge Jacobsson .... Chemistry
Michelle Rima Kandalaft .... Psychology
With Honors
Daryl Landa Kaya .......... Biological Sciences
Psychology
Elizabeth Anne Kearns .......... Political Science
With Honors
Barrett D. Kingsriter .......... Political Science
Rosalyn M. Kumar .......... International Studies
With Honors
Psychology
Matthew M. Land .......... English
Anadelia Lopez .......... Economics, Public Policy
Erika Kerstin Lueker-Tarango .... Anthropology
History
Lana Rea Marshall .......... Italian Area Studies
Carmen Faryn Masso .......... Psychology
Richard Don Mathis .......... Economics, History
Jason Dwain Mazisco .......... Economics
Megan Elizabeth McMillan .... Psychology
With Honors
Robert Nathan Mitchell .......... Psychology
Patrick M. Mosley .......... History, Political Science
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christine Dawn Mullally</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Walker Murphy</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Loan Diep Nguyen</td>
<td>Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bree Ann Parker</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin W. Paynter</td>
<td>International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alberto Emmanuel Perez</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Martin Phillips</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedrana Pinjo</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Laura Plante</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesley Leyton Pollet</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Quintero</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Leah Ragin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yulise Johnette Reaves</td>
<td>English, Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Thomas Reedy</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Joyce Retton</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillermo A. Rendón</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James L. Robinson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Rodríguez</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisset Vanessa Rodriguez</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Frances Rome</td>
<td>Anthropology, History</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Degree of Bachelor of Humanities**
Christine Louise Puyer ............. Humanities

**Degree of Bachelor of Science**
Derek Benjamin Andreas .......... Mathematics
Ziad Ayyad ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Patrick Stuart Beahm ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Shameka Shawnté Brackens ....... Mathematics
Mario Del Fierro ............. Mathematics
Yemisrach Derebe ............. Mathematics
John Stewart Eidschun II ....... Mathematics
Mohamed F. Fahim ............. Mathematics
William Francis Grace III ....... Economics, with Finance Applications
Patrick John Grozinger ............ Economics, with Finance Applications
Ariane Erin Harley ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
William Schuyler Harvey ............ Economics, with Finance Applications
Raul Herrera ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Franklin Chiamaka Iroh ............ Economics, with Finance Applications
Imtiyaz A. Issa ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Michael Boerje Jacobsson ...... Biological Sciences
Tim E. Jasper ............. Anthropology
Shavsha Johnson ............. Mathematics
Trien Van Le ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Sunshine Anastasia Livingston .... Chemistry
Rafal Andrzej Marczyński ...... Mathematics
Martin Luke Medley II .......... Mathematics
Westley Okabe Neal ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Patrick Martin Phillips ...... Biological Sciences
Kathryn Lyn Pitts ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Jonathan Duluan Randolph .... Biological Sciences
Eric Bernard Reimann .......... Mathematics, Physics
Matthew L. Royse ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Mason Travis Rushing .......... Economics, with Finance Applications
Monica Monique Sarratt ........ Economics, with Finance Applications
Earl D. Shaw, Jr. ............. Economics, Mathematics
Scott Michael Vadala ............. Economics, with Finance Applications
Rohit Vasan ............. Biological Sciences

**Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences**
Stefanie Gonzales .......... Social Sciences
Epifanio Ramirez ............. Social Sciences
Christopher Starr .......... Social Sciences
Mary Elizabeth Sutton .......... Social Sciences
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Amanda Catherine Allen ................................................ Advertising
Leslie Nicole Anderson ................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Adine Julai Bagheri .......................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Heidi Fabiola Basantes .................................................... Journalism
Bettina Akosun Boute ...................................................... Journalism
Iris Ann Bonneau ............................................................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Maria Jose Bosch ............................................................ Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Zana Brue ................................................................. Electronic Media
Brenda F. Mack Bush ....................................................... Public Affairs
With Honors & Corporate Communications
J’yme Rene’e Carroll ......................................................... Advertising
Jenny Hu Yu Chen .......................................................... Art History
With Honors
Catherine C. Chang ......................................................... Journalism: Broadcast News
Margaret O’Neal Coffey ................................................... Advertising
Tara Brinnane Comfort .................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Allison Tara Coppedge ...................................................... Journalism
Chissy McCheyne Crawford ............................................. Art History
Antonia Juliana DeNardo ................................................... Journalism
With Honors
Danielle Elizabeth Derbes ............................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
David Ellen, Jr. ............................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Roy Carlo Faranar .......................................................... Communication Arts: Advertising
Arthur Alan Garcia ........................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Andrew Mallory Grobmyer ............................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Tamara Jesha Guinyard .................................................. Advertising
Jerrod Altwayne Harrell ................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Kristen Lee Harvey .......................................................... Advertising
Sarah Ellen Harvey .......................................................... Advertising
Tara Elizabeth Hattfeild .................................................... Advertising
Julian Prescott Hobson .................................................. Journalism: News Editorial
Gregory Raymond Hocker ................................................ Advertising
Tim E. Jaeger ................................................................. Advertising
With Honors
Wendy Leann Jenko ........................................................ Advertising
& Corporate Communications
Reid Michael Johnston .................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Ryan Michael Kenyon ..................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Christine Elise Lee .......................................................... Honors Art History
With Honors
Julie Kathleen Leutz ........................................................ Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Elizabeth Janelle Liska ...................................................... Journalism
Lindsay Pauline Long ....................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
& Corporate Communications
David Hix Lott III ........................................................... Communication Arts: Advertising
Tran Ngoc Luong ............................................................ Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Jefferson Van Daele Mabrito .............................................. Music
With Honors
Bryn Elizabeth Mandelkow ............................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Matthew Kenton Marshall ................................................ Advertising
With Honors
Isabelle Mariah McDowell ............................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
William Michael McKinney .............................................. Communication Arts: Advertising
Kathryn Elizabeth Milliron ............................................... Art History
Phillip John Morales ........................................................ Film
Nicholas Jay Morin ........................................................ Advertising
Jordan Clifford Mycoskie ................................................ Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Richard Brittain Ovetti ..................................................... Public Affairs
With Honors & Corporate Communications
Sara Olivia Parks ............................................................. Music
Anant Kanoo Patel .......................................................... Music
Lacey Kristen Pavliska ..................................................... Journalism: News Editorial
Kathryn Lyn Pitts ............................................................ Advertising
Kristin Nicole Riley ........................................................ Art History
With Honors
Carlos Darren Sacasa ...................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Daniel O’Driscoll Scanio ................................................... Advertising
Lily Hamilton Shanks ..................................................... Journalism: News Editorial
With Honors
Kathleen Harrel Shelton .................................................... Art History
Nico Chandler Sherrod .................................................... Communication Arts: Cinema
Jody Christine Shervanick ................................................ Advertising
Jessica Joy Solce ............................................................ Communication Arts: Cinema
With Honors
Brian Wade Stanford ....................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Kyle Rea Tarrant ............................................................ Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Zykina Lafaye Taylor ....................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
With Honors
Todd Anthony Tomlin ..................................................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Chris Varughese ............................................................ Advertising
Yesenia Sasha Vazquez .................................................... Communication Arts: Advertising
Kalisa Renee Wade .......................................................... Film
Gregory DeRon Watkins ................................................... Advertising
Kira Shaven Dné Whitmore .............................................. Communication Arts: Television/Radio
Eric Hooker McGregor .................................................... Theatre
Michael Robert Niemi ..................................................... Studio Art
Shayne Staley ............................................................... Dance Performance
With Honors
Christal Kelley-Ann Walls ............................................... Dance Performance

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Suzanne Elizabeth Dunn ................................................... Studio Art
Jana Bernice Evans .......................................................... Studio Art
With Honors
Liza Marie Gonzalez ........................................................ Theatre
With Honors
Degree of Bachelor of Music

Caleb Hayse Best ......................... Guitar Performance
Jason Louis Biggs ......................... Music Composition
Darla Suzanne Cardwell ................. Music Education
With Honors .............................. Voice Performance
Ryoko Fukagawa ......................... Music Therapy
With Honors ..............................

Sarah Eugenia Micheliini ................. Music Therapy
With Honors ..............................
*Elaine Lynette Reynolds ................. Voice Performance
Frederic Scott Scripps ................. Voice Performance

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Ibrahim Ali ......................... Financial Consulting
Kristin Susanne Ammar .......... Accounting
Jeffrey Mark Anderson ........ Management
Catherine Lee Bell ................. Information Systems
Azucena Benitez .................... General Business
Yusra Azam Bham .................... Financial Consulting
With Honors ..............................
Damian Birt ......................... Management
With Honors .............................. Information Systems
John Arthur Blank II ............ General Business
Vanessa M. Braganholo ........ Marketing
With Honors ..............................

Mary Joanna Manganaro ................. Finance
With Honors ..............................
Jason Dwain Mazingo ............ Financial Consulting
Michael R. Meals ................. Finance
Amy Lynne Monday ................. Finance
With Honors ..............................
Irene Donquis Moore ................. General Business
Joshua Christian Mueller .......... Finance
Ankur Kanu Patel ................. Financial Consulting
Lacey Kristen Pavelska ........ Finance
Kristin Michele Pietkone ........ Accounting
With Honors ..............................
Amanda Leah Ragain ................. Finance
With Honors ..............................
Kimberly Dawn Rawson ............ Finance
Yulise Johnete Reaves ............ Organizational
With Honors .............................. Behavior & Business Policy
Anita Joyce Repton ................. Financial Consulting
Kathleen Anne Richards ........ Finance
Christina Rodriguez ............... Organizational
With Honors .............................. Behavior & Business Policy
Jason Edward Rodriguez .......... Management
With Honors .............................. Information Systems
Stefanie Rombach ................. Marketing
Saman F. Sameni ................. Finance
With Honors ..............................
Lanorris A. Sapo ................. Financial Consulting
Cedric Jermaine Scott ............ Marketing
Stephen Taylor Smith ............ Organizational
With Honors .............................. Behavior & Business Policy
Alfredo Antonio Suarez .......... Accounting
With Honors ..............................
Douglas Jon Surovitz ................. Finance
Dara Jon Taheri ................. Finance
Zachary Charles Taylor ........ Marketing
Volodymyr Oleksiiovych Trygubenko .... Financial
With Honors .............................. Consulting
Pierre Blaise Villere II ............ Finance
Diego Bastos Walsh ................. General Business
William Stewart Walters .......... Financial Consulting
Tashionda Patrice Westley .......... Marketing
Thibode Grace Wilkie ............ Organizational
With Honors .............................. Behavior & Business Policy
Jennifer Dawn Wilson ........... Marketing
Yun Zhang ......................... Management

With Honors .............................. Information Systems

* An additional major has been earned for a previously awarded degree.
IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Sam Tehrani ......................... Computer Science
Lisa Christine Whalen ................. Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Shameka Shawnté Brackens .......... Management Science
Michael Robert Breed ............... Management Science
Jessica Dyan Cline .................... Management Science
Mohamed F. Fuhim .................... Management Science
Robert Michael Franz, Jr. ........... Computer Science
Tuy-Duc Sy Ho ....................... Computer Science
With Honors

Rafal Andrzej Marcyniuk .......... Computer Science
With Honors
Robert Niall Needham .............. Management Science
Bradley Thomas Pittler ............. Management Science
Amy Elizabeth Stokes ............... Management Science
Randy Willard Ward ................ Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Yemisrach Derebe ................... Computer Engineering
John Stewart Eidschun II .......... Computer Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Carlos Jose Pino ..................... Electrical Engineering
Daniel Val Polk ..................... Electrical Engineering
Anil K. Sreedharan ................. Electrical Engineering
With Honors

Kelly Nicole Thomas ............... Electrical Engineering
With Honors

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Derek Benjamin Andreas .......... Mechanical Engineering
With Honors
Clinton Elmer Bell ................ Mechanical Engineering
Michael Charles Christophel ...... Mechanical Engineering
Julie Dussault Gonzalez .......... Mechanical Engineering
With Honors

Sascha Pioske ..................... Mechanical Engineering
With Honors
Eric Bernard Reiman ............. Mechanical Engineering
With Honors
Todd Warren Stephens .......... Mechanical Engineering
With Honors
Robert D. Thuston, Jr. ........ Mechanical Engineering

The December portion of the program contains the names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.
AUGUST 2002 GRADUATES
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Jason Ronald McKenna .................................. Geophysics
  Dissertation: “Implications of the Shallow and
  Intermediate Thermal Structure of Subduction
  Zones for Arc-Volcanism and Back-Arc Heat
  Flow and Other Geophysical Studies”
Adviser: Margaret Dunham

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Ahmad Saud Al Mogren ...................... Computer Science
  B.S., King Saud University
  M.S., M.S., Southern Methodist University
  Dissertation: “Developing an Architectural Model
  and Maintaining Transactional Consistency for
  Universal Mobile Broadcast”
  Adviser: Margaret Dunham

Elena V. Borzova ....................... Mechanical Engineering
  B.S., M.S., Moscow State University
  Dissertation: “Using Passive Models to Develop
  Low Torque Controller for Bipedal Locomotion”
  Adviser: Yildirim Harmnzu

Wei Han .................................. Applied Science
  B.S., Nankai University
  M.S., Southern Methodist University
  Dissertation: “Practical and Asymmetric Synthesis
  of Core Structure of Sequicillin, Total Synthesis
  of F-12509 A, Synthetic Studies Toward
  Quassinoid Skeleton”
  Adviser: Edward Biehl

Ahmed H. Hmimy ..................... Electrical Engineering
  B.S.E.E., Alexandria University
  M.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University
  Dissertation: “Design and Analysis of Turbo Codes
  for Next Generation Wireless Technologies”
  Adviser: Someshwar Gupta

Mark Gavin Kokes ...................... Electrical Engineering
  B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Texas A&M University
  Dissertation: “Spectral Entropy-Based Wideband
  Speech Coding”
  Adviser: Jerry D. Gibson

Arun Narasimhan ................. Mechanical Engineering
  B.E., M.E., Bharathidasan University
  Dissertation: “Unraveling, Modeling and Validating
  the Temperature Dependent Viscosity Effects in
  Flow Through Porous Media”
  Adviser: José Lage

Muhammet Altaslan Yaranakul ........... Electrical Engineering
  B.S., M.S., Bogazici University
  Dissertation: “Room Temperature Infrared
  Microbolometers on a Flexible Substrate”
  Adviser: Zeynep Celik-Butler

Ali Yildiz .................. Electrical Engineering
  Dissertation: “Semiconducting YBaCuO Infrared
  Microbolometers on a Flexible Substrate”
  Adviser: Zeynep Celik-Butler

IN THE DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Juris Doctor
Cameron Frick ............................. Law
  B.S., Vanderbilt University

Casey K. Funkhouser ..................... Law
  B.B.A., Texas A&M University

Macy Michelle Jaggers ................. Law
  B.A., Southern Methodist University

Dayle Rebecca John ..................... Law
  B.A., Southern Methodist University

Degree of Master of Laws
Elizabeth Ann Wallace ................ Taxation
  B.S., J.D., Southern Methodist University

Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law
Aunya Singsangob ...................... Law
  LL.B., Chulalongkorn University
  LL.M., Southern Methodist University

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Degree of Master of Theological Studies
Fred John Bamulutira ............... Theology
  B.A., Alpha-Omega Seminary, Uganda

David Kithinji Impwi ............... Theology
  B.A., Diploma, Methodist Training Institute, Kenya

Christopher Scott Roby, Jr. ......... Theology
  Magna Cum Laude
  B.A., Duke University
  J.D., University of Texas, Austin
Degree of Master of Divinity
Susan Diane Arnold
B.A., Colorado Women’s College
M.IM., American Graduate School of
International Management

Jeff Naifeema Dolo
B.E., Liberia Baptist Theological Seminary,
Liberia

Carlo Manuel Sosa
Magna Cum Laude
B.A., Southern Nazarene University

Degree of Master of Religious Education
Alysia Dinyll Griffin
B.A., Southwestern College

Degree of Master of Sacred Music
Susan M. Smith
Cum Laude
B.M., University of North Texas

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Master of Arts
Kristen Joy Chine Belloni .................................. Clinical
& Counseling Psychology

Dana Michelle Biasatti .................................. Geology
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Thesis: "Stable Isotopic Profiles of Sea Turtle
Humeri and Epizootic Barnacles: Implications
for Ecology and Migration"

Fallon Parsons Cluxton .................................. Psychology
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Frederick Collins Hodges III .................................. Clinical
& Counseling Psychology
B.A., Texas A&M University
Thesis: "Young Children’s Understanding of Kinship:
A New Methodological Approach"

Ranjini Moosari Kandyi .................................. Psychology
B.A., Southern Methodist University
Thesis: "An Examination of the Effects of Encoding
Visual, Verbal and Offactory Information on
Memory for Odors"

Katrina van de Bruijnhorst ............... Clinical
& Counseling Psychology
B.A., Loyola University, New Orleans
Thesis: "Family Style and the Treatment of
Anger Among Violent Offenders"

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education
Nora Cruz .................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., Inter American University, Puerto Rico

Angela R. Borrero Cuevas .................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., Texas A&M University, Commerce

Mildred DeGracia .................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Panama

Nicole Marshawn Hicks .................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., Dillard University

Rosanne Leal .................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., University of Houston

Gloria Prieto-Puentes .................................. Bilingual Education
Lc., University of Barcelona, Spain

Julio Enrique Rohena .................................. Bilingual Education
B.A., University of Puerto Rico
M.A., University of Phoenix

Kendra Michelle Romanat .................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., University of Rhode Island

Daisy Lajarza Sobalvarro .................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., Universidad Centroamericana, Nicaragua

Diana Cristina Vega .................................. Bilingual Education
B.S., University of North Texas

Degree of Master of Science
Patrick Shannon Carmack .................................. Statistics
B.A., University of Texas, Austin
M.S., University of Texas, San Antonio

Degree of Master of Liberal Arts
Amianne Rebecca Bailey .................................. Liberal Arts

Scott Richard Bush .................................. Liberal Arts

Janith Kay Carrio .................................. Liberal Arts

Susan Beene Franklin .................................. Liberal Arts

David Gerych .................................. Liberal Arts

Brian Kendall Holmes .................................. Liberal Arts

Edward A. Horton .................................. Liberal Arts

Michelle Elizabeth Navarro .................................. Liberal Arts

David Aaron Ostroff .................................. Liberal Arts

Ludwig Otto .................................. Liberal Arts

Erica Michele Quam .................................. Liberal Arts

Margaret Holmes Rogers .................................. Liberal Arts

Beverly Anne Stewardson .................................. Liberal Arts

Tanya Rene Von Zurmuehlen .................................. Liberal Arts

Luis Felipe Wainstein Caballero, II .................................. Liberal Arts

David Brian Ward .................................. Liberal Arts

Renee Sheree Wroten .................................. Liberal Arts
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts

Caroline Margaret Avakoff ................. Art History
B.A., San Francisco State University
M.H., University of Dallas
Thesis: “The Temple of Solomon and Christ’s Holy
Church: Visual Exegesis on Fol. 50v of the Old
French Moralized Bible”

Jennifer Leigh Behl ....................... Arts Administration
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Kimberly Yvonne Camuel ............... Arts Administration
B.A., Southwestern University

Nicole Allen Cook ......................... Arts Administration
B.M., University of North Texas

Victoria Elaine Dominguez ............. Arts Administration
B.A., University of Houston

Robert Warren French .................... Art History
B.F.A., Southern Methodist University
Thesis: “Public/Private Warhol: Andy’s Flower
Paintings”

Samuel Joseph Godwin ................... Arts Administration
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Margaret Jeannette McKinnon ....... Arts Administration
B.A., University of Texas, Arlington

Jessica Nicole Schmidt ................. Arts Administration
B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington

Hua Zhong ............................. Television/Radio
B.A., Beijing No. 2 Foreign Languages Colleges,
China
Thesis: “Determinants of Parental Guidance of
Children’s Television Viewing in China”

Degree of Master of Fine Arts

Melissa Marie Desmond ................. Studio Art
B.F.A., Rhode Island College

Degree of Master of Music

Jeffrey Alan EASTER ...................... Voice Performance
B.M., Eastern Illinois University

IN THE EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Shahed Ahmed
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Austin

Jessica Leigh Baremore
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas

David Anthony Baron
B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

John Lee Bateman
B.A., University of Texas, Arlington

Jennifer Leigh Behl
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

James Michael Bernard
B.A., University of Texas, Austin

David Brian Bicheno
B.A., University of Washington

Raymond Joseph Bonneau II
B.S., Rochester Institute of Technology

Myra Erda Brown
B.B.A., University of Texas, El Paso

Scott Douglas Brown
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University

Brian Joseph Brunett
B.B.A., Western Michigan University

Kimberly Yvonne Camuel
B.A., Southwestern University

Colin Stevens Chenault
B.B.A., Texas Tech University

Darren Robert Collins
B.S., Montana State University

Jon Wesley Danklefs
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Brian Keith Dodge
B.S., Texas A&M University

Victoria Elaine Dominguez
B.A., University of Houston

Eric Ronald Enloe
B.S., Brigham Young University

Richard Lindy Fincher
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas

John Dane Gilliam
B.S., Texas A&M University

Samuel Joseph Godwin
B.A., Central Texas College
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Mayda Gonzalez
B.B.A., University of Texas, Austin

Katherine Isabel Goyer
B.S., Tulane University

Jay Thomas Hancock
B.S.E., University of Missouri, Columbia

Yutaka Hara
B.S., Science University of Tokyo

David Andrew Hawes
B.M., Southern Methodist University

Roy Austin Hensley
B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Louisiana State University

Christian Rai Hines
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Jason N. Ilari
B.A., Southern Methodist University

Randal Scott Irizar
B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington

Pratap V. Javangula
B.S., Thomas A. Edison State College
B.S., New School of Social Research

M.S., University of Oklahoma, Norman

Randal Eugene Killian
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison

Joshua Feherty Killian
B.A., Tulane University
Douglas William Roberts
B.S., University of Oklahoma, Norman
Ronni Lynn Robinson
B.B.A., Texas Woman's University
Scott Lee Robinson
B.B.A., University of North Texas
John Matthew Santry
B.A., Southwestern University
Heather Flahiano Savarese
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Scott M. Savarese
B.B.A., University of Notre Dame
Terrence L. Shaw
B.S. University of Texas, El Pasc
Jose Manuel Soltero
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, El Paso
M.S.E.E., Southern Methodist University
Christopher Paul Stanton
B.B.A., University of North Texas
James Teah Tarpeh II
B.A., Morehouse College
Holly Michelle Thigpen
B.S., Lubbock Christian University
Sean Christopher Thomas
B.S., Texas Tech University
William Lawrence Toney, Jr.
B.A., Baldwin-Wallace College
Warren Stephen Unk
B.S., M.S., University of Missouri, Rolla
Venugopal Vellarkhi
B.Tech., Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay India
M.Eng., Cornell University
Lisa Darlene White
B.A., Texas A&M University
Almae Ghebreysusse Woldab
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Trevor Collins Fahr.................................. Accounting
B.S., Trinity University

IN SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science

Shakil Ahmad ......................... Software Engineering
B.S., University of Indianapolis
Zaidan Khalil Al Motairi ............. Telecommunications
B.S., University of Tulsa
Abdullah S. Al Nuaimi .............. Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals
Justin Paul Angquist .................. Software Engineering
B.S., Arizona State University
Paul J. Angelo .......................... Software Engineering
B.S., California State Polytechnic University
Kimberly Lynn Colbert ................ Hazardous & Waste Materials Management
B.A., Whittier College
Sharon Daniels ................................ Telecommunications
B.B.A., Mississippi State University

Deborah L. Dexter ..................... Telecommunications
B.B.A., Ohio State University
M.S.A., Central Michigan University
Christopher Michael Follin ......... Telecommunications
B.S., United States Air Force Academy
John W. Greenwood .................... Telecommunications
B.A., Marquette University
M.B.A., University of Dallas
Joseph E. Hoffman ..................... Telecommunications
B.S., Pacific Union College
Gina Marie Jones ...................... Telecommunications
B.S., Manhattan College
Bah Srinivas Reddy Kari ............ Telecommunications
B.E., Bangalore University
Kendall T. Krueger .................... Telecommunications
B.A., Aurora University
Sethumadhavan Kumar ................ Telecommunications
B.S., University of Madras
Michael David Kurtz ................................................. Manufacturing Systems Management
B.S., Colorado State University
Sam Lashgari ......................................................... Telecommunications
B.S., Tehran University
Tim R. Lister ......................................................... Telecommunications
B.S., University of Texas, Austin
Laura Janine Lombardo ........................................... Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Cooper Union University
John Tai Quoc Lu ...................................................(continued)
B.S.E.E., University of Texas, Dallas
Jose Enrique Madera .............................................. Environmental Systems Management
B.S., University of Puerto Rico
Brandon Gene Olds ................................................ Telecommunications
B.S., University of Texas, Dallas
Daryl Kenji Ono ..................................................... Systems Engineering
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles
M.B.A., Claremont McKenna College
Chukwunma Jonas Osuagwu, Jr.................................. Software Engineering
B.S.Cp.E., Texas Southern University
Ashok Ashok Padhy ................................................. Telecommunications
B.S., Regional Engineering College, Rourkela
Aditya Paritosh Patel .............................................. Telecommunications
B.E., Maharaja Sayajirao University
Jane M. Pilcher ...................................................... Software Engineering
B.S., Georgia State University
Brenda Hartsfield Roach ........................................... Software Engineering
B.S., North Carolina State University
Dharmendra Saranu ................................................. Computer Science
B.Tech., Nagpur University
Manish K. Savaliya ................................................ Telecommunications
B.S.E.E., Sardar Patel University
Vine Abraham Simon ............................................... Systems Engineering
B.Tech., University of Kerala
Abbygail Lynne Sly ................................................ Operations Research
B.S., Southern Methodist University
Lawrence Paul Sutton, Jr............................................ Computer Science
B.S., Baylor University
Adnan Tafsisir Syed ................................................ Telecommunications
B.S.E., University of Engineering & Technology, Labore
Wei-Sung Tan ....................................................... Telecommunications
B.S., Triskett University
Ardesher Tarigh ..................................................... Telecommunications
B.S., University of Texas, Arlington
Glenn Schaefer Tolentino ....................................... Software Engineering
B.S., San Diego State University
Jeffrey Jerome Tunnel ............................................. Systems Engineering
B.S., Texas A&M University
Patti J. Wilson ...................................................... Environmental Systems Management
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University
Takahito Yoshizawa ................................................ Telecommunications
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology

**Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering**
Christopher R. Zimmerro ........................................ Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E., Polytechnic University of New York

**Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management**
Hector Manuel Cardenas ......................................... Engineering Management
B.S.E.E., Instituto Tecnologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey
Jeffrey Michael McLeland ....................................... Engineering Management
B.S., Texas A&M University
Xinyu Wang ......................................................... Engineering Management
B.E., Tsinghua University

**Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering**
Nathan Dale Corbitt .............................................. Mechanical Engineering
B.S.M.E., B.B.A., University of Oklahoma, Norman

**IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES**

**Degree of Bachelor of Arts**
John Wood Abbott ................................................ English
Jessica Elizabeth Allen ......................................... Biological Sciences
Marc Edward Anderson .......................................... History
Ryan Wade Appleton ............................................. Political Science
Cum Laude
Kathryn Leigh Arnold .......................................... English
Melissa Ann Baland .............................................. English
with Creative Writing Specialization
Magnus Cum Laude, Departmental Distinction
Honors in Liberal Arts
Shelly Bawa ...................................................... Philosophy
Omar Hugo Berlanga ............................................ Political Science
Amy Nichole Bessett ............................................ French
Matthew Kirk Bonfoey .......................................... Economics
William George Bozalis, Jr ................................... Economics
Brian Buczynski .................................................. Psychology
Cum Laude
Mark Robert Caldwell ......................................... Political Science
Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude
Carolina Castano ................................................ French
Harley Ernest Claxton IV ....................................... History
Keri-Ann K. Colletti ........................................... Spanish
Sean Joseph Conway .......................................... History
Pierre Anthony Corral ........................................... International Studies
YaKima Onieki Davis ............................................ Sociology
Suzanne Marie Degon .......................................... International Studies
Walter Paul Ditto III ............................................ Spanish
Kemble Adair de Pont .......................................... History
Lucy Ann Dunkin ............................................... Psychology
Matthew Taylor Field ......................................... History
Frenciaire Latrice Gardner .................................. Psychology
Sociology
Zahra M. Hassanally ........................................... International Studies
Oliver Ely Hawkins ............................................. Economics
Cum Laude
International Studies
Nicholas Lawrence Hernandez ................................ English
with Creative Writing Specialization
John Tyler Hughes .............................................. Sociology
Degree of Bachelor of Humanities
Inez Adrian Marroquin .................. Humanities

Degree of Bachelor of Science
Mark Christopher Alvarez .................. Economics
with Finance Applications
Sabbir Ahmed Easuf .................. Economics
Shelly Bawa .................. Sociology
with Finance Applications
Alice Lane Fillman .................. Mathematics
Andrew Lee Bernwanger .................. Economics
with Finance Applications
Conrad J. Grodd .................. Economics
LaVonda R. Brantley .................. Economics
with Finance Applications
Houston Earl Hayden .................. Economics
with Finance Applications
Ruth Rebecca Leestma .................. Biological Sciences
Michael Robert Breed .................. Mathematics
Corinne Elizabeth Minshew .................. Sociology
Edwin Christian Delzell .................. Economics
Parvaneh Mariam Niforoushan .................. Economics
with Finance Applications
Summa Cum Laude, Honors in Liberal Arts

Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences
Elva Louise Arista .................. Social Sciences

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Courtney Megan Alieksaites .................. Journalism
David Bishop .................. Electronic Media
Tyler Alan Burke .................. Communication Arts:
  Cinema
Rhett Aaron Butler .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Lindsey McIntire Casey .................. Communication Arts:
  Advertising
Carolina Castano .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Tiffany Sharee’ Cook .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
YaKima Onekki Davis .................. Journalism:
  Broadcast News
William Fredrick de Tournillon III .................. Communication Arts:
  Cinema
Josephine Lee Donnelly .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Emily Dowler .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Aiisha Dziekonski .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Melissa Mac Eastman .................. Advertising
& Corporate Communications
Sara Anne Franzese .................. Art History
McCall Alyse Freundt .................. Journalism:
  Broadcast News
Bridget Elaine Gayle .................. Advertising
& Corporate Communications
Melina Maria Glavas .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
& Corporate Communications
Gouverneur Chapman Michael Graaney .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
& Corporate Communications
Kelly Colleen Hall .................. Journalism
Jonathan Andrew Hancock .................. Advertising
Polly Anne Hobson .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Jocelyn Dianne Holland .................. Communication Arts:
  Advertising
Evan Patterson Horn .................. Communication Arts:
  Advertising
Mitchell Parsons Hughes .................. Communication Arts:
  Cinema
Catherine Joanna Lamb .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Shaun Richard Lemley .................. Advertising
Jennifer Lynn Lyons .................. Art History
Natalie Robinson Moore .................. Advertising
Allison M. Myers .................. Advertising
Magna Cum Laude
Karey Lyn Nash .................. Music
Julia Elizabeth Neely .................. Advertising
Kristin Lenay Parsley .................. Communication Arts:
  Public Relations
Amy Johanna Pfalzgraf .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Derrice Lajaun Randle .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Mamiliano Joshua Rodriguez .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Erica D. Ryan .................. Communication Arts:
  Advertising
Martha Eugenia Sealy ............... Communication Arts: Advertising
Hannah Elizabeth Siemens ............... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Erika Lynn Stamey ...................... Advertising
Kyle Collins Turner .................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Jessica Leigh Vollbrecht ............... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Marlee Eugenie Ward .................. Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
William James Ware ..................... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Holly Michelle Weishaar ............... Public Affairs & Corporate Communications
Mia Catharine Wood ................... Journalism
Nichole Leigh Zingara ................ News Editorial
David Zvi Zimmerman ................ Journalism: Broadcast News

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts
Jennie Lyn Cleghorn .................. Theatre
Cum Laude
Samantha Seelig Harkinbson ............. Studio Art
Sarah Kibler Livesay .................. Studio Art
Kendall Lynn Riskenberger ............ Art History

Degree of Bachelor of Music
Benjamin Edward Berlien ............. Tuba Performance
Cum Laude
Cynthia Diane Gavin ................ Music Therapy

IN Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration
Jefferson Stottle Baird II ............. Accounting
Jessica Louise Becker ................. Accounting
Honors in Liberal Arts
Amy Nichole Bessett ................ Marketing
Douglas Kyle Blanton ................. General Business
Robert Scott Bloss, Jr. ............... Marketing
Matthew Kirk Bonfoey ................ Marketing
Robert Lane Cline ..................... Finance
Derek Sean Edwards ................... Finance
Meredith Theresa Farrell ............. Accounting
Jonathan D. Forinash ................ Management
Information Systems
Esha Ghosh ................................ Accounting
Bryan Louis Grabowski ............... Accounting
Conrad Jack Grodd ..................... Finance
Llewyn Andrew Jobe .................. Marketing
Matthew Philip Kent .................. Finance
Trieu Van Le .......................... Management
Information Systems
Lacey Brooke Lucas ................... Finance
Jerome Nicolas Meyer ................. Marketing
Omar Javier Olivares ................ General Business
Eric Manning Peerson ................. Accounting
Christopher Shane Triddy ............. Finance
Light Elizabeth Sayles ................ Marketing
Rynon Christopher Shafer .......... Real Estate Finance
Jenny Yadakkinechu-Thomas .......... Marketing
Elizabeth Ann Wilson ............... Marketing

IN School of Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Science
Abby Kandamkulathu Abraham ........ Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Zuriel Enrique Barron ............... Computer Engineering
Gerald Dewayne Dunn ................. Computer Engineering
Tiffany Suzanne Stabel ............... Computer Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Walied Abuhazaleh .................... Electrical Engineering
Cum Laude
Toritsesan Onyinyechukwu Oghararumi ...... Electrical Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Justin Bryan Clary ................... Mechanical Engineering
Paige D'Ann Hamilton ............... Mechanical Engineering
Wesley R. McVey ..................... Mechanical Engineering
RECOGNITIONS

PLATFORM PARTY
U. Narayan Bhat, Dean of Research and Graduate Studies
Carole Brandt, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
William J. Bridge, President of the Faculty Senate
James E. Caswell, Vice President for Student Affairs
Robert H. Clark, President-elect of SMU Alumni Association
Gail M. Daly, Associate Dean of Dedman School of Law
William M. Finnin, Jr., Chaplain to the University
John A. Hall, University Registrar
Judith Henneberger, Assistant Chaplain to the University
Scott Krouse, President of the Senior Class
William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Ross C Murfin, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Jasper Neel, Dean of Dedman College and Vice Provost
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Robert A. Patterson, Dean of Division of Education and Lifelong Learning
Stephen Szygenda, Dean of the School of Engineering
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University
Jeanne P. Whitman, Vice President for Development and External Affairs

THE GUILD OF MARSHALS
 Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal
 Eric J. Kartchner, Procession Marshal
 Nathan Montoya, Platform Marshal
Alan S. Brown
Patricia Harrington Delaney
James G. Duhnam
Barbara W. Kincaid
José Lage
Joseph Magliolo III
Ann Mayer-Guell
William J. Pulte
Stephen H.A. Shepherd
Charles M. Wood

The Office of Academic Ceremonies expresses its gratitude to Lorn Howard for the carillon music he has provided tonight. We also wish to thank all who have worked so hard to make this evening a celebration of the accomplishments of those members of the SMU community who are about to receive their degrees.
America the Beautiful

O beautiful for spacious skies, for amber waves of grain;
for purple mountain majesties above the fruited plain!
America! America!
God shed his grace on thee,
and crown thy good with brotherhood from sea to shining sea.

O beautiful for heroes proved in liberating strife,
who more than self their country loved, and mercy more than life!
America! America!
May God thy gold refine,
till all success be nobleness, and every gain divine.

O beautiful for patriot dream that sees beyond the years
thine alabaster cities gleam, undimmed by human tears!
America! America!
God mend thine every flaw,
confirm thy soul in self-control, thy liberty in law.

University Hymn

Oh, we see the Varsity, Varsity, Varsity
As she towers o'er the hill over there
and our hearts are filled with joy, SMU, SMU
Alma Mater, we'll be true forever!

So that all may enjoy the majesty of the ceremony and the joy of the occasion, we ask that no photographs be taken inside the auditorium. Official photographs of candidates will be taken as they receive their degrees. You will have an opportunity to purchase these photographs.